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Open Source Development with CVSParaglyph, 2003
The need for a modern source-code management strategy in the distributed open-source community is paramount. The benevolent dictatorship model of open-source maintainers is only quasi-stable, but it is far better than the other extreme: the chaos of democratic code development.
 The best available compromise is the concurrent versioning system...
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Complete Guide to CISM CertificationAuerbach Publications, 2006
Complete Guide to CISMÐ’® Certification describes the tasks performed by information security managers and offers the necessary knowledge to manage, design, and oversee an information security program. The author explains each task and related knowledge statement, as well as applicable information security management principles, practices,...
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Selenium 1.0 Testing Tools: Beginners GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	The Selenium 1.0 Testing Tools Beginner's guide shows developers and testers how to create automated tests using a browser. You'll be able to create tests using Selenium IDE, Selenium Remote Control and Selenium 2 as well. A chapter is completely dedicated to Selenium 2. We will then see how our tests use element locators such as CSS,...
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CyberForensics: Understanding Information Security Investigations (Springer's Forensic Laboratory Science Series)Humana Press, 2010


	The introduction was composed by Jennifer L. Bayuk, the editor of this volume. It

	briefly describes the history of the cyberforensics field and places the subsequent

	chapters into context. The last section of the introduction, Expert Explanations,

	describes the format of the following sections and also how the sections complement...
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The Project Management Advisor: 18 Major Project Screw-Ups, and How to Cut Them off at the PassFT Press, 2004

	This is the eBook version of the printed book.


	This is your complete, hands-on guide to saving projects in trouble. 


	Drawing on 20 years of frontline project management experience, Lonnie Pacelli identifies the 18 most pervasive causes of project failure: their causes, early warning signs, and how to fix them...
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Herding Cats: A Primer for Programmers Who Lead ProgrammersApress, 2002

	Herding Cats: A Primer for Programmers Who Lead Programmers is a comprehensive guide—think of it as a field manual—to the management challenges of supervising and leading programmers. J. Hank Rainwater introduces new and not-so-new managers to concepts that will encourage them and help them become a...
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Software Development From A to Z: A Deep Dive into all the Roles Involved in the Creation of SoftwareApress, 2018

	
		Understand the big picture of the software development process. We use software every day – operating systems, applications, document editing programs, home banking – but have you ever wondered who creates software and how it’s created? This book guides you through the entire process, from conception to the finished...
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Six Sigma Business Scorecard : Creating a Comprehensive Corporate Performance Measurement SystemMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Ensuring growth and profitability through performance
 

PLAN * IMPLEMENT * MEASURE * ADJUST * PROFIT
 

"Great book!  The readers should keep their highlighters handy for they will find many points that they will want to remember." -- H. James Harrington, Ph.D., Author of Business...
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EDGE for Mobile InternetArtech House Publishers, 2003
This ground-breaking resource offers you a detailed treatment of EDGE and its critical role in the development of the mobile Internet. The book explains how this global radio based high-speed mobile data standard can be introduced into GSM/GPRS networks, improving data transmission speeds to support multimedia services. It enables you to become...
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Suse Linux Integration Guide for IBM Elogo Server Xseries and NetfinityIBM Press, 2000
This redbook will help you install, tailor and configure the SuSE Linux 7.0 distribution on different servers of the xSeries and Netfinity class. You will be instructed on how to do the basic installation, and installing and configuring different services such as Apache (http-Server), Samba (Fileserver for Windows-based networks), and Postfix (an...
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The Software Project Manager's Bridge to Agility (The Agile Software Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2008
When software development teams move to agile methods, experienced project managers often struggle—doubtful about the new approach and uncertain about their new roles and responsibilities. In this book, two long-time certified Project Management Professionals (PMPRs) and Scrum trainers have built a bridge to this dynamic new...
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Industrial Problem Solving Simplified: An 8-Step ProgramApress, 2013

	Industrial Problem Solving Simplified provides a roadmap for solving manufacturing problems. Containing numerous examples of actual problems and their solutions in various industrial environments, it is for novice as well as experienced manufacturing owners, managers, quality representatives, consultants, trainers, and procurement...
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